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Abstract
We present the firs t prelim inary results from V LT  photom etric and spectroscopic observations 
o f PG 1336—018, a rapidly pulsating eclipsing sdB binary.
Observations
High-speed m ultico lour photom etric observations o f PG 1336—018 were acquired on May 19, 
2005 w ith  the 3-channel ULTRACAM camera (Dhillon &  Marsh 2001) attached to  the ESO 
V LT at Paranal Observatory in Chile. We gathered about 5h  o f data simultaneously in three 
bands u , g  and r ’ o f the SDSS system (Fukugita et al. 1996). The data were reduced 
using the standard ULTRACAM reduction pipeline software. Three differential ligh t curves 
o f PG 1336—018 were obtained, one for each filte r. The g  ligh t curve is presented in Fig. 1 
(top panel).
We have also obtained high-resolution tim e series spectroscopy o f th is unique star. A 
to ta l o f 399 high-resolution spectra was gathered w ith  the UVES spectrograph attached to  
the ESO VLT at Paranal Observatory, Chile, on 28 April 2005, covering about 4 fu ll orbits.
Results
We measured radial velocities by fitt in g  two Gaussians to  the highest S /N  Balmer lines in the 
spectrum. A sinusoidal f i t  to  the radial velocity curve gives an amplitude K i =  79.6 ±  0.6 km /s, 
in agreement w ith  Kilkenny et al. (1998). The best simultaneous f i t  for Tef f , lo g g  and helium 
abundance yields: 7~eff =  31300 ±  250, lo g g =  5.60 ±  0.05 and lo g y  =  —2.93 ±  0.05.
Numerical o rb it solutions have been investigated using PHOEBE (Prsa &  Z w itte r 2005). 
Even though a unique solution is impossible to  select, given the large number o f free param­
eters and the strong correlations between orbital parameters, theoretical considerations give 
a most favourable solution w ith  a mass o f the sdB primary o f 0.484 ±  0.006 M® and a mass 
ratio 0.262 ± 0 .0 0 2  for the system. The best o rb it solution is presented in F ig .l, together 
w ith  the residuals before and after prewhitening w ith  the four highest amplitude oscillation 
frequencies found in our data set.
A detailed presentation o f th is work can be found in Vuckovic et al. (2007).
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Figure 1: The U L TR A C A M /V LT  g ' phase binned ligh t curve together w ith  the synthetic light-curve 
solution (PHOEBE). The middle panel shows the residuals. The bottom  panel shows the residuals after 
prewhitening.
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